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Document 80041

80041-1

322

Response for Document 80041
80041-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80042

80042-1

324

Response for Document 80042
80042-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80043

80043-1

326

Response for Document 80043
80043-001:

As stated in Chapter 1, the National Energy Policy recommends that the
Department of the Interior work with other federal agencies to increase
renewable energy production on public lands. The BLM has focused on wind
energy development in this PEIS, in part, in response to the number of ROW
applications it has received. The BLM issued a policy designed to encourage
solar power development on public lands in October 2004; information about
this policy can be obtained at http://www.blm.gov/nhp/news/releases/pages/
2004/pr041021_solar.htm.
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Document 80045
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80045-1

329

80045-1
(cont.)

330
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332

333

Response for Document 80045
80045-001:

The BLM is committed to full implementation of the Wind Energy
Development Program proposed policies and BMPs (Section 2.2.3.1, Proposed
Policies, and Section 2.2.3.2, Proposed BMPs) and will work within its budget
and available resources to accomplish this.
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Document 80046

80046-1
80046-2
80046-3
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Responses for Document 80046
80046-001:

As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific analyses, which could include the evaluation of avian
migration and foraging patterns, will be conducted for any proposed project on
BLM-administered lands. The scope and approach for site-specific analyses will
be determined on a project-by-project basis in conjunction with input from other
federal, state, and local agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through this
process, the BLM will develop project-specific stipulations for incorporation
into the POD. Comprehensive baseline studies of avian migration and foraging
are beyond the scope of the PEIS.

80046-002:

As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific analyses, including the evaluation of visibility issues, will
be conducted for any proposed project on BLM-administered lands. The scope
and approach for site-specific analyses will be determined on a
project-by-project basis in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and
local agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through this process, the BLM will
develop project-specific stipulations for incorporation into the POD.
Comprehensive visibility studies are beyond the scope of the PEIS.

80046-003:

Portions of the federal revenues associated with wind energy development on
BLM-administered lands are distributed to local governments under both (1) the
Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILT) program appropriated by Congress, and
(2) provisions of the Reclamation Act of 1902 that distribute a percentage of the
federal receipts. The BLM has no authority over the distribution of these funds
at the local level.
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Document 80047

80047-1

337

Response for Document 80047
80047-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80048

80048-1

339

Response for Document 80048
80048-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80049
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80049-1

80049-2

80049-3
80049-4

80049-5

80049-6

80049-7

80049-8

80049-9
80049-10
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80049-11
80049-12
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Responses for Document 80049
80049-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.

80049-002:

Specific models, tools, or approaches for species- and site-specific studies and
monitoring programs will be selected at the project level in conjunction with
input from other federal, state, and local agencies, and interested stakeholders.
A discussion of the appropriateness of individual-based models for estimating
animal abundance and population status is beyond the scope of the PEIS. No
text change has been made to the document in response to your comment.

80049-003:

The PEIS acknowledges and adequately points out that recovery times will
differ among habitats, and that some may never fully recover. The potential for
disturbed habitats to recover, as well as the methods to be used for habitat
restoration (recovery) will be considered during the Plan of Development. As
required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific analyses will be conducted for any wind energy project
proposed for BLM-administered lands. These site-specific analyses will include
the identification of habitats at the proposed project area that may be affected by
the project. The BMPs also require that a habitat restoration plan be developed
for each proposed facility. The scope and approach for the analyses and
restoration plans will be determined on a project-by-project basis in conjunction
with input from other federal, state, and local agencies, and interested
stakeholders. Through this process, the BLM will develop project-specific siting
and restoration stipulations for incorporation into the POD. No text change has
been made to the document in response to your comment.

80049-004:

The 1st sentence of this paragraph has been revised to indicate that blast noise
has been found to elicit a variety of effects on wildlife. The remaining text
provides examples of those effects.

80049-005:

The text has been revised per the comment.

80049-006:

The potential for population-level effects is acknowledged throughout
Section 5.9, and many of the policies and BMPs developed for the Wind Energy
Development Program are intended to aid in siting, designing, and operating
wind energy facilities so that the potential for population-level effects is
avoided, minimized, or mitigated. A discussion of individual-based models
(IBMs) is beyond the scope of the PEIS. The use of IBMs or any other models,
tools, or approaches for evaluating potential wind energy impacts on ecological
resources will be determined on a project-by-project basis in conjunction with
input from other federal, state, and local agencies, and interested stakeholders.
No text change has been made to the document in response to your comment.
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80049-007:

The methods and approaches for monitoring avian collisions and evaluating
impacts (such as population-level effects) from collisions with wind energy
facility structures will be selected on a project-by-project basis in conjunction
with input from other federal, state, and local agencies, and interested
stakeholders. No text change has been made to the document in response to
your comment.

80049-008:

Text has been added stating that the range of reported mortality rates probably
reflects both differences in habitats among the various sites as well as
differences in the design of the survey methods used at the various facilities.
The new text also points out that the methods used are not equivalent between
facilities, and that because of likely differences in searcher efficiency and
survey design, may not accurately estimate mortality rates.

80049-009:

The table has been changed to indicate that the mortality rate is based on rotor
swept area per year.

80049-010:

The reference for the last bullet on this page applies to all the bullets in this list.
In addition, earlier text in the text box discusses the use of road cuts by pocket
gophers and ground squirrels and cites a reference. No text change has been
made to the document in response to your comment.

80049-011:

The table has been revised to indicate that the raptor fatalities per RSA are on a
"per year" basis.

80049-012:

As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific restoration plans will be required for any wind energy
project proposed for BLM-administered lands. The scope and approach of the
restoration plans will be determined on a project-by-project basis in conjunction
with input from other federal, state, and local agencies, and interested
stakeholders. Through this process, the BLM will develop project-specific
habitat restoration stipulations for incorporation into the POD. Regarding sagegrouse species, existing BLM guidance on the management of sage-grouse and
sage-grouse habitat will be incorporated into the local, site-specific restoration
plans. The stipulation of site-specific restoration plan requirements is beyond
the scope of the PEIS. No text change has been made to the document in
response to your comment.
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Document 80050*

* The comment numbers for this document appear to be out of sequence. However, some of the comments are
repeated, and, therefore, were assigned the same number.
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80050-1
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80050-1
(cont.)

80050-2

80050-3

80050-4
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80050-4
(cont.)

80050-5
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80050-5
(cont.)

80050-6
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80050-6
(cont.)

80050-7
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80050-9

80050-2
(cont.)
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If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Reginald C. Matthews, Manager,
Airspace and Rules Division ATA-400, at (202) 267-8783.

Sabra W Kaulia
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Responses for Document 80050
80050-001:

Section 5.9.3.2.3 and its associated text boxes provide considerable discussion
regarding the impacts of wind energy projects on birds, with detailed
discussions provided for raptors and gallinaceous birds. The identification of
specific siting and design stipulations, as well as mitigation measures for
addressing potential avian impacts of wind energy development on
BLM-administered lands will be conducted at the project level. As required by
the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and BMPs,
site-specific analyses, including the development of appropriate mitigation
measures, will be conducted for any wind energy project proposed for
BLM-administered lands. The scope and approach for site-specific analyses will
be determined on a project-by- project basis in conjunction with input from
other federal, state, and local agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through
this process, the BLM will develop project-specific siting, design, and
mitigation measure stipulations for incorporation into the POD. The
presentation of site-specific siting, design, and mitigation details is beyond the
scope of the PEIS. No text change has been made to the document in response
to your comment.

80050-002:

Most of the recommendations suggested in this comment have already been
incorporated into the proposed Wind Energy Development Program as
discussed in the PEIS and the following responses.

80050-003:

The BLM and USFWS share a common objective in terms of minimizing
potential impacts to wildlife from wind energy development activities. Many of
the USFWS voluntary guidance recommendations are imbedded within the
BLM’s proposed policies and BMPs, reflecting consistent objectives and
parallel approaches. However, because the USFWS guidance is interim and
voluntary, it is inappropriate to adopt it wholly in the PEIS or the proposed
Wind Energy Development Program. No text change has been made to the
document in response to your comment.

80050-004:

These issues will be adequately addressed during the conduct of the site-specific
analyses. Such analyses are required explicitly by the Wind Energy
Development Program proposed BMP in the 5th bullet under Wildlife and
Other Ecological Resources in Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of Development
Preparation, that ensures an evaluation of avian and bat use of the proposed
project area. The specific design of any monitoring program would be
developed on a site-specific basis in coordination with the BLM and other
appropriate resource agencies, and, as specified by the BMPs, would be
scientifically rigorous and defensible.

80050-005:

Projects must comply with FAA lighting regulations as required by the
proposed BMP in the 7th bullet under Human Health and Safety in
Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of Development Preparation. In this same section, under
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Visual Resources, the 3rd bullet requires that lighting on ancillary structures be
minimized. Additional lighting configurations addressing avian collisions will
be considered and evaluated, with FAA consultation and input from other
federal, state, and local agencies, and interested stakeholders, on a project-byproject, site-specific basis.
80050-006:

Thank you for your recommendation. The Wind Energy Development Program
proposed BMP in the 1st bullet under Wildlife in Section 2.2.3.2.3,
Construction, has been changed to indicate that guy wires on permanent
meteorological towers shall be avoided. In addition, the wildlife BMPs
presented in Section 2.2.3.2.2 call for site facilities, such as power poles, to be
designed to minimize or prevent perching or nesting activities.

80050-007:

The Wind Energy Development Program proposed BMP in Section 2.2.3.2.3,
Construction, General, 6th bullet, requires collector lines to be buried adjacent
roads unless burial would cause further habitat disturbance. The site-specific
Plans of Development will incorporate this BMP and other relevant BLM
mitigation guidance for power lines as required in Section 2.2.3.1, Proposed
Policies, 13th bullet.

80050-008:

As stated in the PEIS, Section 2.2.3.1, under the proposed Wind Energy
Development Program the BLM will not issue ROW authorizations for wind
energy development on lands on which wind energy development is
incompatible with specific resource values. Lands that would be excluded from
development include Wilderness Areas, National Monuments, NCAs, Wild and
Scenic Rivers, National Historic and Scenic Trails, and Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern.
Exclusions of any additional areas from wind energy development will be
determined at the project level as part of the site-specific analyses or through
local land use planning efforts, with opportunities for full public involvement.
As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific analyses will be conducted for any wind energy project
proposed for BLM-administered lands. The scope and approach for site-specific
analyses, which include ecological surveys, will be determined on a project-byproject basis in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and local
agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through this process, the BLM will
develop project-specific siting, design, mitigation, and monitoring stipulations
for incorporation into the POD. In addition, the BLM is committed to full
implementation of the proposed Wind Energy Development Program, elements
of which require the incorporation of adaptive management strategies and
monitoring programs at all wind energy development sites (see Section 2.2.3.1,
Proposed Policies, last bullet, and Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of Development
Preparation, General, 7th bullet). The application of adaptive management
strategies will ensure that programmatic policies and BMPs will be revised as
new data regarding the impacts of wind power projects become available. The
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source for a significant portion of the new data is likely to be the required
site-specific monitoring programs that will evaluate environmental conditions at
a site through all phases of development. A key requirement for the site-specific
monitoring programs is the requirement that monitoring observations and
additional identified mitigation measures be incorporated into standard
operating procedures and project-specific BMPs.
Regarding sage-grouse species, existing BLM guidance on the management of
sage-grouse and sage-grouse habitat will be incorporated into local, site-specific
analyses.
The identification of specific siting and design conditions is beyond the scope of
the PEIS. No text change has been made to the document in response to your
comment.
80050-009:

The BLM is committed to full implementation of the Wind Energy
Development Program proposed policies and BMPs that require the
incorporation of monitoring programs and adaptive management strategies at all
wind energy development sites (see Section 2.2.3.1, Proposed Policies,
17th bullet) in site-specific Plans of Development. During operation,
observations of avian mortality shall also be reported immediately (see
Section 2.2.3.2.4, Operation, Wildlife, 2nd bullet). Application of these
strategies will ensure that BMPs will be revised as new data become available.
Monitoring plans and adaptive management strategies to address the monitoring
results will be developed on a project-specific basis.
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Document 80051
`

80051-1
80051-2
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Responses for Document 80051
80051-001:

As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific analyses, including the development of an appropriate
monitoring program, will be conducted for any proposed project on
BLM-administered lands. The scope and approach for site-specific analyses will
be determined on a project-by- project basis in conjunction with input from
other federal, state, and local agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through this
process, the BLM will develop project-specific stipulations for incorporation
into the POD. Site- specific analyses are beyond the scope of the PEIS.

80051-002:

As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, site-specific environmental assessments will be conducted for any wind
energy project proposed for BLM-administered lands. The scope and
approaches of the site-specific analyses will be determined on a
project-by-project basis in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and
local agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through this process, the BLM will
develop and incorporate project-specific siting, design, construction, and
operation stipulations for minimizing or mitigating impacts to ecological
resources, including birds, into the POD. No text change has been made to the
document in response to your comment.
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Document 80052

80052-1

360

Response for Document 80052
80052-001:

As required by the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs, species-specific analyses will be conducted for any proposed project on
BLM-administered lands. The scope and approach for species- specific analyses
will be determined on a project-by-project basis in conjunction with input from
other federal, state, and local agencies, and interested stakeholders. Through this
process, the BLM will develop project- specific stipulations for incorporation
into the POD. Regarding sage-grouse species, existing BLM guidance on the
management of sage-grouse and sage-grouse habitat will be incorporated into
local, site-specific analyses. Research studies to determine methods for
preventing bird-turbine collisions are beyond the scope of the PEIS.
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Document 80053

80053-1

362

Response for Document 80053
80053-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80054

80054-1

80054-2

80054-3
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80054-3
(cont.)
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Responses for Document 80054
80054-001:

By including National Historic Trails within its NLCS, the BLM has recognized
these trails as national treasures. The BLM accepts the responsibility to protect
and preserve the value of these trails. This will be accomplished by protecting
trail corridors associated with National Historic Trails, and segments of the
trails, to the degree necessary to ensure that the values for which each trail was
established remain intact. A BMP has been added to Section 2.2.3.2.2, Plan of
Development Preparation, under the cultural/historic resources heading,
specifying that when any ROW application includes remnants of a National
Historic Trail, is located within the viewshed of a National Historic Trail’s
designated centerline, or includes or is within the viewshed of a trail eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places, the operator shall evaluate
the potential visual impacts to the trail associated with the proposed project and
identify appropriate mitigation measures for inclusion as stipulations in the
POD.

80054-002:

The text states that the NHPA requires a project to take into consideration its
effect on significant cultural resources. Significant resources are defined as
those properties that are on the NRHP or those that are eligible for listing.

80054-003:

As stated in Section 2.2.3.2, additional guidance and BMPs are available from
other BLM program-specific projects. As required by the Wind Energy
Development Program proposed policies (Section 2.2.3.1), mitigation measures
identified in or required by these existing guidance documents would be
applied.
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80056-3
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80056-3
(cont.)
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Responses for Document 80056
80056-001:

As discussed in Sections 1.2 and 2.2.4, none of the alternatives in the PEIS
includes amendment of land use plans to provide for competitive right-of-way
bidding, in part, because interest in this approach was limited to two areas in
California (the Palm Spring-South Coast Field Office and the Ridgecrest Field
Office). If competitive bidding is conducted, it will be addressed on a
case-by-case basis in local BLM land use planning efforts.

80056-002:

The PEIS is a programmatic evaluation and does not evaluate site-specific
issues (see Section 1.2, Scope of the Analysis). As required by the Wind Energy
Development Program proposed policies and BMPs, site-specific analyses will
be conducted for any proposed project on BLM-administered lands. The scope
and approach for site-specific analyses will be determined on a project-byproject basis in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and local
agencies, and interested stakeholders.

80056-003:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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80057-2

80057-3

80057-4
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80057-4
(cont.)
80057-5

80057-6

80057-7

80057-8
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Responses for Document 80057
80057-001:

The PEIS is a programmatic evaluation and does not evaluate site-specific
issues (see Section 1.2, Scope of the Analysis). As required by the Wind Energy
Development Program proposed policies and BMPs, site-specific analyses will
be conducted for any proposed project on BLM-administered lands. The scope
and approach for site-specific analyses will be determined on a project-byproject basis in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and local
agencies, and interested stakeholders.
This information used in the analyses in the PEIS was derived from
comprehensive reviews of wind energy development activities; published data
regarding wind energy development impacts; existing, relevant mitigation
guidance; and standard industry practices (see the 1st paragraph in Chapter 5,
Potential Impacts of Wind Energy Development and Analysis of Mitigation
Measures). Section 8, References, lists the references used in the preparation of
the PEIS.

80057-002:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.

80057-003:

In a programmatic analysis such as the Wind PEIS, which considers potential
impacts over an 11-state study area, it is not valid to define the significance of
impacts at specific locations. The significance of potential impacts and the
effectiveness of mitigation measures that might be implemented will be
determined by site- specific and project-specific factors. As required by the
Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and BMPs, site-specific
analyses will be conducted for any proposed project on BLM-administered
lands in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and local agencies, and
interested stakeholders. Through this process, the BLM will assess the
significance of potential impacts and appropriate mitigation measures. The
result will be the development of project-specific stipulations for incorporation
into the POD.

80057-004:

The PEIS is a programmatic evaluation and does not evaluate site-specific
issues (see Section 1.2, Scope of the Analysis). As required by the Wind Energy
Development Program proposed policies and BMPs, site-specific analyses will
be conducted for any proposed project on BLM-administered lands. The scope
and approach for site-specific analyses will be determined on a project-byproject basis in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and local
agencies, and interested stakeholders. As stated in the 9th bullet under
Section 2.2.3.1, Proposed Policies, the level of environmental assessment
required will be determined at the Field Office level. In certain instances, it may
be determined that a tiered EA is appropriate in lieu of an EIS.
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80057-005:

Mitigation is defined in the Glossary (Chapter 10). Specific mitigations are
identified in the PEIS to the extent it is possible to do so at a programmatic
level. Site-specific and species-specific mitigations must be addressed at the
individual project level.

80057-006:

The language on the Wind Energy Development Program proposed policies and
BMPs has been reworded in the Final PEIS to indicate that these policies and
BMPs are required, not suggested, elements of any wind energy development
activity on BLM-administered land.

80057-007:

This information used in the analyses in the PEIS was derived from
comprehensive reviews of wind energy development activities; published data
regarding wind energy development impacts; existing, relevant mitigation
guidance; and standard industry practices (see the 1st paragraph in Chapter 5,
Potential Impacts of Wind Energy Development and Analysis of Mitigation
Measures). Section 8, References, lists the references used in the preparation of
the PEIS.
Consideration of how to modify turbine designs does not fall within the scope of
the PEIS.

80057-008:

The PEIS is a programmatic evaluation and does not evaluate site-specific
issues (see Section 1.2, Scope of the Analysis). As required by the Wind Energy
Development Program proposed policies and BMPs, site-specific analyses will
be conducted for any proposed project on BLM-administered lands. The scope
and approach for site-specific analyses will be determined on a
project-by-project basis in conjunction with input from other federal, state, and
local agencies, and interested stakeholders.
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Document 80058

80058-1
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Response for Document 80058
80058-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80059

80059-1

80059-2
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80059-2
(cont.)
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383

Responses for Document 80059
80059-001:

Valuable wind resources on Tribal lands may be available for commercial
development in a manner similar to the Proposed Action or the Interim Wind
Energy Development Policy described in Appendix A. Financing for
commercial development on Tribal lands would be an obligation of the
developer, and the Tribe would realize a financial return in the form of rentals,
including minimum rentals and production rentals as well as other payments
that it may require. For a Tribe to develop wind resources on
BLM-administered lands, the Tribe would need to obtain a ROW authorization
from the BLM.

80059-002:

The text at Section 2.2.3.2.2 and at Section 5.12.5 describes how the BLM will
address your concerns regarding the full participation of Native American
Tribes in the process through government-to-government consultations, as well
as opportunities for public involvement.
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Document 80060

80060-1

385

Response for Document 80060
80060-001:

Thank you for your comment. We appreciate your input and participation in the
public review process.
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Document 80061

80061-1

